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WELCOME TO THE INTEGRATOR
We love the relationships we build with
our patients. In order to improve that
relationship we have decided to start
sending out a monthly newsletter to help
strengthen our ability to stay connected
and further help you, our patients.
Starting this month we want to provide
you with more information on what
things are happening at the clinic. Look
for tips on activities to do in your daily life
that compliment what you have learned
at the clinic to stay healthy and pain-free,
bios on staff, patient highlights, tips for
shoes, and how we integrate with other
professionals to maximize your outcome.
Follow us on Facebook, Instagram or
YouTube to find more complimentary
information throughout the month. A
copy of this newsletter will also be
available on our website.
www.hruska-clinic.com/Integrator

What Makes Us Different
We understand the frustration of not being able to do the things
you want to do in life. Our mission as a clinic is to provide
integrative Physical Therapy services that work by addressing
root causes of problems rather than symptoms by utilizing PRI
science in a fun, collaborative environment. What does that
mean? How are we different?
The approach we utilize here at the Hruska Clinic is different than
any other PT clinic in town for several reasons that we feel allows
us to provide you better care in a more cost effective way. Our
evaluation and treatment utilizes a framework (called Postural
Restoration) that allows us to identify and manage root causes to
problems that you may be having. While symptom management is
important, our goal is to actually help you fix the reasons why you
are having physical problems.
The one on one care you will receive with your PT will give you a
clearer plan while educating you on why you are here and what
you can do to help yourself. This model allows us to be more
efficient, see you less often, and be mindful of your time and
money. Our staff will utilize the expertise of other professionals
if necessary to fully make sure we do everything we can to get
you back doing the things you love!
Each month we hope to highlight the ways We Are Different!
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Helping You Live out your Physical
Therapy program every day
One of the unique characteristics of a Hruska Clinic treatment program
is that you receive personalized exercises designed to address and fix
the causes of your physical concerns. This tends to bring about the
question "Will I have to do these exercises for the rest of my life?" The
answer is yes....and no.
In order to truly have a successful physical therapy program we will
teach you to integrate the key concepts of your program with your
everyday activities. For example, one of the normal human imbalances
we commonly see and address is the tendency to direct our bodies to
the right, therefore, we often instruct our patients how to better use
their left leg when transferring from sitting to standing or vice versa.
Some of the other activities we educate people on doing differently to
cement their PT programs include: how to position yourself when
standing, how to position yourself when sitting/working at a desk, what
your arms should be doing when you walk, and the list goes on. By
incorporating our concepts to address normal human imbalances into
things that we do every day, you're actually getting a lifetime's worth of
activities designed to help keep you functioning in as close to a
balanced way as possible. Look for more specific examples in future
issues of The Integrator of how to do some things a little differently.

Improper shoe wear can quickly defeat any Physical Therapy
program. Fortunately, the correct shoe wear can have dramatic
positive effects on any Physical Therapy program. Shoes can
have an impact or our body’s ability to move forward with
correct biomechanics in the whole body. The Hruska Clinic
Integrative Footwear List is made and updated every year. It
includes shoes that allow for biomechanical guidance and new
sensory references from the floor through the heel, arch, and
toes during forward movement. If individuals don't get the
proper mechanics and sense from their shoes, compensation
through the body occurs resulting in faulty movement patterns.
This compensation occurs from an inability to move the body
forward and back, side to side, and rotating left and right
resulting in tension in the neck, low back, hips, or foot and ankle.
In the upcoming newsletters, we will be highlighting a “shoe of
the month” to help educate you about the benefits of that
particular shoe and why it may or may not be a good fit for your
PT program!
If you would like a copy of our shoe list, please visit our website
www.hruska-clinic.com/shoe-list
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COVID-19: Emerging
Perspectives and
Future Trends

One year removed from the
declaration of the COVID-19
pandemic, new symptom patterns
and syndromes have emerged
and describe themselves as "long
haulers" This condition has also
been
called
“post-COVID-19
syndrome” or "long COVID-19."
These patterns may be explained
by autonomic instability, and may
include shortness of breath,
anxiety, dizziness, headaches, and
general fatigue. In the coming
months, we anticipate that these
syndromes will represent a large
proportion of medical visits and
consultations. While it is unclear
what impact and lasting influence
the pandemic will have on
individuals and the healthcare of
such individuals, clinicians must
be aware that prompt and correct
identification
with
careful
management are essential for
recovery. If you or someone you
know are recovering from COVID19 and are experiencing such
symptoms contact the Hruska
Clinic to see how we can assist
you on your recovery.
Look for future articles on COVID19, what we are seeing as things
continue to evolve and how our
unique approach can aid in
recovery.
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